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Al Moreno receives national recognition
through the INDEPENDENT PRESS AWARD®!
(New York, NY) -- The INDEPENDENT PRESS AWARD
recognized L.A.’s Last Street Cop: Surviving Hollywood’s Freaks, The
Aryan Brotherhood, and the L.A.P.D.’s Homicidal Vendetta Against Me
by Al Moreno in the category of Memoir and True Crime as a distinguished favorite.
The competition is judged by experts from different aspects of the book industry, including publishers,
writers, editors, book cover designers and professional copywriters. Selected award winners and
distinguished favorites are based on overall excellence.
L.A.’s Last Street Cop: Surviving Hollywood’s Freaks, The Aryan
Brotherhood, and the L.A.P.D.’s Homicidal Vendetta Against Me
by Al Moreno
Genre: Memoir, True Crime
Publisher : Highpoint LIT
298 pages
ISBN: 978-1734449709
L.A.’s Last Street Cop vividly recounts the career of a gifted and
fearless Los Angeles police officer as he battled gangs and dealt with
multiple homicidal situations on gritty city streets. Tracing his
overflowing personal life and packed with atmospheric scenes of both
beauty and despair, it follows his successful quest for happiness,
respect and personal achievement, then culminates in his vocal stand
against corruption within the L.A.P.D., and the political retribution
that ensued, including a dirty internal investigation and the murderous
vendetta of a violent ex-con who belonged to the Aryan Brotherhood.
A vivid, true-life tale of service, survival and sacrifice.
In 2021, the INDEPENDENT PRESS AWARD had entries worldwide. Participating authors and
publishers reside in countries such as Australia, Canada, India, Ireland, Japan, Singapore, Switzerland,
United Kingdom, and others. In addition, books submitted included writers located in U.S. cities such as
Atlanta to Santa Fe; Chicago to New York; from Boise to Honolulu, and others.
"We congratulate this year's 2021 winners and distinguished favorites in the annual INDEPENDENT
PRESS AWARD. The quality and quantity of excellent independently published books hit a record.
Independents recognized are thriving around the world. We are so proud to announce these key titles
representing global independent publishing." said awards sponsor Gabrielle Olczak.
For more information, please visit independentpressaward.com; and to see this year's list of IPA’s Distinguished
Favorites, please visit the website page: https://www.independentpressaward.com/2021distinguishedfavorites
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